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Our Greek-German project involves the extraction and study of sediment cores from
coastal deposits of the Thermaikos Gulf in Northern Greece, in order to identify pale-
otsunami deposits and to correlate them to the activity of faults from the North Aegean
Basin. Recent offshore studies have underpinned the possibility of a tsunami gener-
ation that could affect the Thermaikos Gulf, caused by an activation of an oblique
normal fault located in the western part of the North Aegean basin. The geodynamic
framework in the study area is dominated by the western termination of the North
Anatolian Fault Zone with steep normal faults with strike-slip, separated in several
segments, which can host an M 7 earthquake associated with a vertical displacement of
approx. 3 m (Papanikolaou and Papanikolaou, 2007). The Herodotus Histories report
on a series of large waves and sea withdrawals occurring in 479 BC during the Greek-
Persian war. Large portions of the Persian troops perished by drowning near Poti-
daea, western Chalkidiki peninsula (e.g. Papazachos and Papazachou,1989). There-
fore, Herodotus’s report is regarded as the first description of a historical tsunami (e.g.
Bolt ,1978).

Our work concentrated on three localities along the eastern coast of the Thermaikos
Gulf between Thessalonica and Chalkidiki peninsula. These areas are exposed towards
the South, where the possible tsunami source is situated. Spit bars and lagunas serve
as archives for tsunamites as their topography allows the conservation of a tsunami



record. Furthermore, we probed two sites on the western shore of the bay. About
200 m of cores were drilled during the field campaign in fall 2007, which have been
analyzed and sampled in the lab (sedimentology, geophysical properties and micropa-
leontology). We have found several coarse clastic layers intercalated in fine-grained
laguna deposits. Those have erosive bases, show fining-up and thinning up sequences,
and include shell debris and rip-off clasts of laguna sediments. Multiple intercalations
of these layers downhole are interpreted as either paleotsunamis of repeated earth-
quake activity or tsunami-like waves induced by submarine slides triggered by seismic
shaking in the Thermaikos Gulf. This project aims to: a) to verify whether a tsunami
occurred in 479 BC, b) to identify whether other unknown tsunami deposits can be
traced in the Thermaikos Gulf coastal sediments, c) to assess the tsunami hazard, d) to
assess the seismic hazard by calculating the recurrence interval of the oblique normal
fault located in the southwestern part of the North Aegean Basin, indirectly through
the tsunami recordings.
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